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Where, when and why?
• COPM web page 

http://mycommittees.api.org/standards/copm/default.aspx
• Forms and Reference Documents

http://mycommittees.api.org/standards/copm/Shared%20Documents/Forms/AllItems.aspx

• Standards Development Tools

• Applies to ALL API standards committee documents
• Increasingly referenced in API contracts for

content specialists/master editors
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Why do you need to know about this?
• Standards Writer

• Facilitates standards development process if 
documents generally conform when drafting 
begins

• Legal interpretation

• Standards User
• Legal interpretation
• Regulatory compliance
• Ease of use (uniformity of structure, style, 

terminology within a series of documents)
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Compliance with Industry Standards
• All API documents are voluntary unless 

imposed by regulation, contract, or 
company procedures

• The document type does not determine 
compliance
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Expression of provisions

• Shall – provision is mandatory
• Should – not mandatory, 

recommended as good practice
• May – provision is optional, 

permissible, allowed
• Can – statements of possibility



Expression of requirements
Verbal Form Equivalent Expressions for Use in Exceptional Casesa

shall

is to
is required to
it is required that
has to
only... is permitted
it is necessary

shall not
is not allowed (permitted) (acceptable) 
(permissible)
is required to be not
is required that... be not
is not to be

NOTE 1 Do NOT use “may” when “shall” is meant.
NOTE 2 Do NOT use “may not” when “shall not” is meant.

a The equivalent expressions given the second column shall be used only in exceptional 
cases when the form given in the first column cannot be used for linguistic reasons.
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Expression of requirements
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• Do NOT use “must” as an alternative for “shall” (this 
will avoid any confusion between the requirements of 
a document and jurisdictional regulatory obligations).

• Do NOT use “must” instead of “has to” or “have to” 
for statements of fact (e.g. the vapor has to be above 
300 psi in order for the valve to open).

• Avoid using vague expressions that are not truly 
informative and may cause the reader to make an 
incorrect judgment call. Words like “very,” “all,” 
“every,” “never,” “excessive,” “slightly,” 
“approximately,” “nearly,” or “significant” are NOT
useful.



Expression of recommendations
Verbal Form Equivalent Expressions for Use in Exceptional Casesa

should it is recommended that
ought to

should not it is not recommended that
ought not to

a The equivalent expressions given the second column shall be used only in exceptional 
cases when the form given in the first column cannot be used for linguistic reasons.
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The Table summarizes the verbal forms that shall be used to indicate:
• that among several possibilities one is recommended as particularly 

suitable, without mentioning or excluding the others, or
• that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required, or
• that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action is 

discouraged but not prohibited.



Expression of permission
Verbal Form Equivalent Expressions for Use in Exceptional Casesa

may
is permitted to
is allowed
is permissible

need not it is not required that
no…is required

Do NOT use “possible” or “impossible” in this context.
Do NOT use “can” instead of “may” in this context.
NOTE “May” signifies permission expressed by the 
document, whereas “can” refers to the ability of a user of the 
document or to a possibility open to him/her.

a The equivalent expressions given the second column shall be used only in exceptional 
cases when the form given in the first column cannot be used for linguistic reasons.
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Expression of possibility and 
capability

Verbal Form Equivalent Expressions for Use in Exceptional Casesa

can
be able to
there is a possibility of
It is possible to

cannot
be unable to
there is not possibility of
it is not possible to

a The equivalent expressions given the second column shall be used only in exceptional 
cases when the form given in the first column cannot be used for linguistic reasons.
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Document Title
• Keep it short (if you can)
• Don’t make it the scope
• Do NOT include the MPMS Chapter 

title as a separate part of the title
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Preliminary matter
When drafting standards – Foreword 
• Do NOT include API Special Notes or API 

“standard” Foreword text
(but DO include “Draft” watermark and legal 
language in headers on all pages).

• Do include in Foreword reference to:
• other (complete) documents superseded;
• list of specific sections of other documents 

superseded;
• statement of significant technical changes 

from previous edition (optional).
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Preliminary matter
When drafting standards – Introduction
• If including an Introduction:

• NOT a numbered section;
• appears on separate page prior to scope;
• shall NOT contain requirements, 

recommendations, figures or tables;
• background information/general description of 

document content/specific information or 
commentary about technical content/reasons 
prompting its preparation.
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Document Scope
• Try to make it a single paragraph

(NOTE: make it brief so that it can be used as a 
summary for and the API Publications Catalog).

• Define without ambiguity the subject of the 
document:
• aspects covered;
• limits of applicability

(e.g. what it does not cover).
• Shall NOT contain requirements

(no “shall” or “should” statements).
• Always numbered as Section 1.
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References to other documents
• Normative – cited in such a way as to make 

them indispensable for the application of the 
document, for example:
• Obtain a sample in accordance with API MPMS

Chapter 8.1.
• Tanks shall be calibrated using the procedures 

given in API MPMS Chapter 2.2A or Chapter 2.2B.



• Normative – can reference any document 
that is publically available.

• Normative – always numbered as Section 2 
(if any normative references included).
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References to other documents
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References to other documents
• Informative – bibliography, e.g.:

• For more information, see 
API Publication 2566.

• Guidance on this subject is 
given in ASME MFC-6M.

• Informative – bibliography
• References do not have to be 

cited in the document.
• Informative – bibliography, 

always appears at the end of 
the document.
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References to other documents
Normative vs. Informative

• Normative  – those elements of a standard 
with which compliance is mandatory in order 
to claim conformity with the standard

• Informative  – those elements of a standard 
that provide additional information intended 
to assist in the understanding or use of the 
document
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References to other documents
May be undated or dated
• Undated references:

• references to complete documents only;
• if it is accepted that it will be possible to use 

all future changes of the referenced 
document;

• understood to include all amendments and 
revisions of the referenced document.

• Dated references:
• references to specific sections, tables and 

figures of another document shall always be 
dated.
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Definitions
• Only terms used in the document can be 

defined
• Cannot contain requirements
• Should be a brief, self-contained description 

of the term in question (one sentence)
• Any term that is not self-explanatory or 

commonly known and that can be 
interpreted differently in multiple contexts 
should be defined
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Annexes
• Their presence is optional.
• Must be referenced at least once in the text.
• Should appear in the order in which they are cited in 

the text.
• Annexes must be identified as “informative” (FYI) or 

“normative” (required).
• Can have normative annexes that are only 

mandatory in certain specified scenarios.
• Can have normative annexes only part of which are 

mandatory.
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Annexes
• Normative annexes give provisions additional to 

those in the body of the document.
• Informative annexes give additional information 

intended to assist the understanding or use of 
the document.

• Informative annexes may contain optional 
requirements.

• An annex’s normative/informative status must 
be made clear by the way it is referred to in the 
text.
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Hanging Paragraphs
5 Design Requirements

Design requirements are specific and unique 
to the product service conditions.

5.1 Pressure Ratings

Equipment shall be designed to operate at 
only the following maximum rated working 
pressures.

5.2 Temperature Ratings

Equipment shall be designed to operate in 
one or more of the specified temperature 
ratings.

5 Design Requirements

5.1 General

Design requirements are specific and 
unique to the product service conditions. 

5.2 Pressure Ratings

Equipment shall be designed to operate at 
only the following maximum rated working 
pressures.

5.3 Temperature Ratings

Equipment shall be designed to operate in 
one or more of the specified temperature 
ratings.
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Permissions
Information to be provided by Standards 
Associate to API Publications:
• Copyright holder organization name and 

website link;
• Copyright holder contact person, including 

e-mail and/or phone number;
• The specific standard and edition that 

contains the requested figure.
Provide as early as possible in the standards 
development process so that publication is not 
delayed.
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Addenda & Errata
• Errata 

– Corrects editorial mistakes or omissions.
– Cannot contain new material or revisions that changes the 

intent of the standard.
– Does not require a ballot.

• Addenda
– Contains changes that either adds new material or changes 

the intent of the standard.
– May contain editorial changes as well.
– Requires a ballot.
– Can also be used to withdraw specific sections of a standard 

if superseded by other standards, e.g. API MPMS Ch. 7 & 
Ch. 20.1. 
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Common Mistakes
• Scope contains information that is unrelated to 

what the standard covers and/or contains 
requirements.

• Dated vs. undated references to other 
standards.

• Definitions contain requirements or are too 
lengthy.

• Defined terms or abbreviations are not used in 
the document

• Annexes are in the wrong order or not 
referenced in the text.

• Hanging paragraphs.
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Questions?

Thank you!


